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Other Strange Tales
Recognizing the mannerism ways to get this books Count Magnus And Other Ghost Stories Mr
James is additionally useful. You have remained in right site to begin getting this info. acquire the
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deal. So, subsequently you require the book swiftly, you can straight get it. Its consequently
categorically simple and therefore fats, isnt it? You have to favor to in this sky

Appalachian Ghost Stories, and
Other Tales Feb 23 2022
Consists of an introductory
essay on the Appalachian
setting & a choice selection of
folk stories about ghosts, true
experiences & tall tales. Ninth
Printing 1995.

Best Ghost Stories of
Algernon Blackwood Jul 19
2021 Thirteen short stories by
the English supernaturalist
demonstrate his mastery at
evoking feelings of mysticism
and cosmic experience and his
skill in creating an atmosphere
of unrelieved horror
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The Phantom Cyclist, and
Other Ghost Stories Sep 08
2020 A phantom cyclist rides
like the wind on his
cumbersome old bicycle. When
two boys try to pursue him,
they are mystified by the speed
at which he travels over a road
that no longer exists. Includes
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seven other stories that include
young ghosts and their earthly
friends.
The Haunted Valley and
Other Ghost Stories Jun 05
2020 Mary Williams's
collection of ghost stories take
their inspiration from the
humorous to the mysterious
and macabre, including the
story of the silent people who
live in the haunted valley, a
ghostly realm, which, once
seen, will turn the rest of life
into a quest to find it again.
The Shadow on the Blind Jan
31 2020
The Turning (Movie Tie-In)
Nov 30 2019 One of the
greatest ghost stories ever told,
The Turn of the Screw is now a
feature film from Universal

Pictures premiering January
24th, produced by Steven
Spielberg and starring Finn
Wolfhard and Mackenzie Davis
This unsettling collection
brings together eight of Henry
James's tales exploring ghosts
and the uncanny, including his
infamous ghost story, "The
Turn of the Screw," a work
saturated with evil. James's
haunting masterpiece tells of a
nameless young governess sent
to a country house to take
charge of two orphans, Miles
and Flora. Unsettled by a dark
foreboding of menace within
the house, she soon comes to
believe that something
malevolent is stalking the
children in her care. But is the
threat to her young charges
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really a malign and ghostly
presence or something else
entirely? This collection also
includes "The Jolly Corner,"
"Owen Wingrave," and further
tales of visitations,
premonitions, madness, grief,
and family secrets, where the
living are just as mysterious
and unknowable as the dead. In
these chilling stories, Henry
James shows himself to be a
master of haunting atmosphere
and unbearable tension.
The Big Book of New Jersey
Ghost Stories May 17 2021
Hauntings lurk and spirits
linger in the Garden State
Reader, beware! Turn these
pages and enter the world of
the paranormal, where ghosts
and ghouls alike creep just out
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of sight. Authors Patricia A.
Martinelli and Charles A.
Stansfield Jr. shine a light in
the dark corners of New Jersey
and scare those spirits out of
hiding in this thrilling
collection. From what may lurk
in the Ramapo Mountains, to a
ghostly little boy who waits on
Clinton Road, and the fabled
Jersey Devil itself, these stories
of strange occurrences will
keep you glued to the edge of
your seat. Around the campfire
or tucked away on a dark and
stormy night, this big book of
ghost stories is a hauntingly
good read.
The Ghost in the Mirror Oct 22
2021 Five stories relate
encounters with ghosts in
haunted buildings, in the

ocean, at school, and in a park
"Number Ninety" and Other
Ghost Stories Sep 20 2021
Illustrated Ghost Stories Oct 10
2020 A thrilling collection of
ghost stories, brought to life
with atmospheric illustrations.
The Penguin Book of Ghost
Stories Jan 01 2020 This
terrifying selection of ghost
stories brings together the very
best classic works from the
masters of the supernatural
Phantom coaches, evil
familiars, shadowy houses,
spectral children and
mysterious doppelgangers
haunt these tales. They range
from the famous, such as M. R.
James's tale of an ancient
curse, 'Oh, Whistle, and I'll
Come To You, My Lad' and W.
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W. Jacobs's story of gruesome
wish-fulfilment, 'The Monkey's
Paw', to lesser-known
masterpieces: Robert Louis
Stevenson's 'Thrawn Janet',
telling of a parish priest
tormented for life by his
encounter with the undead;
Charles Dickens's unsettling
account of a railway signal-man
and an ominous portent; and
Edward Bulwer Lytton's 'The
Haunted and the Haunters',
where a cursed house harbours
a diabolical secret. Michael
Newton's introduction
discusses why ghost stories
scare us and why they
flourished from the midnineteenth to early-twentieth
century, examining their
changing conventions
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throughout history. This edition
also includes further reading,
notes, a glossary and a
chronology. Edited with an
introduction and notes by
Michael Newton
The Best Ghost Stories
1800-1849 Mar 15 2021 Ghost
stories became very popular in
the first half of the 19th
century and this collection by
Andrew Barger contains the
very scariest of them all. Some
stories thought too horrific
were published anonymously
like "A Night in a Haunted
House" and "The Deaf and
Dumb Girl." The later story is
collected for the first time in
any anthology since its original
publication in 1839. The other
ghost stories in this fine

collection are by famous
authors. "The Mask of the Red
Death," by Edgar Allan Poe; "A
Chapter in the History of a
Tyrone Family," by Joseph
Sheridan le Fanu; "The
Spectral Ship," by Wilhelm
Hauff; "The Old Maid in the
Winding Sheet," by Nathaniel
Hawthorne; "The Adventure of
the German Student," and "The
Legend of Sleepy Hollow," by
Washington Irving; as well as
"The Tapestried Chamber," by
Sir Walter Scott. As he has
done with a number of other
books, Andrew Barger has
added his scholarly touch to
this collection by including
story backgrounds,
annotations, author photos and
a foreword titled "All Ghosts
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Are Gray." Buy the book today
and be ready to be scared
reading the best ghost stories
of the first half of the 19th
century.
The Empty House and Other
Ghost Stories Jun 17 2021
The Empty House and Other
Ghost Stories Algernon
Blackwood - Curl up with a
collection of mystery
andHorrortales from an author
whom many critics regard as
one of the masters of the
genre. The Empty House and
Other Ghost Stories showcases
some of Algernon Blackwood's
finest -- and most spine-tingling
-- short fiction. Whether you're
a longtime fan of Blackwood's
work or a first-time reader
who's curious about this giant
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of the genre, you're in for a
deliciously spooky ride.
Present at a Hanging and
Other Ghost Stories Mar 03
2020 "Present at a Hanging
and Other Ghost Stories"
features fifteen ghost and
horror stories. Included in this
collection are: "The Way of
Ghosts", "Soldier Folk", "Some
Haunted Houses" and
"Mysterious Disappeances".
Ambrose Bierce (1842-1914)
was an American writer,
journalist, critic, poet, and Civil
War veteran, best known for
"The Devil's Dictionary" (1911).
He dominated the horror genre
as the preeminent innovator of
supernatural storytelling in the
period between the death of
Edgar Allan Poe and the rise of

H.P. Lovecraft. Bierce’s death
was as mysterious as his
strange stories; sometime
around 1914 he left for Mexico,
wanting to experience the
Mexican Revolution firsthand,
and was never to be seen
again.
The Room in the Tower and
Other Ghost Stories May 05
2020 Three stories, three
ghosts. There is a dangerous
woman in a picture in a room in
a tower. A young woman
marries an older man and
arrives at his house. But his
dead wife is still there. A dead
man walks through a house
every night because he wants
the people there to catch his
killer. Sometimes the dead
return.
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The Woman in Black and
Other Ghost Stories May 29
2022 A stunning gift edition
collecting together Susan Hill's
spinechilling stories of murder,
magic and mayhem.
Ghost Stories and Tales of
Mystery Oct 02 2022
The Big Book of Ghost Stories
Aug 20 2021 Over a thousand
pages of haunted—and
haunting—ghost tales: the most
complete collection of uncanny,
spooky, creepy tales ever
published! Edited and with an
introduction by Otto Penzler.
Including stories by Joyce Carol
Oates, Rudyanrd Kipling, Isaac
Asimov, James MacCreigh, and
many more! Featuring eerie
vintage ghost illustrations. The
ghost story is perhaps the
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oldest of all the supernatural
literary genres and has
captured the imagination of
almost every writer to put pen
to the page. Here, Edgar
Award-winning editor Otto
Penzler has followed his keen
sense of the supernatural to
collect the most chilling and
uncanny tales in the canon.
These spectral stories span
more than a hundred years,
from modern-day horrors by
Joyce Carol Oates, Chet
Williamson and Andrew Klavan,
to pulp yarns from August
Derleth, Greye La Spina, and
M. L. Humphreys, to the
atmospheric Victorian tales of
Rudyard Kipling, Edith
Wharton, and H. P. Lovecraft,
not to mention modern works

by the likes of Donald E.
Westlake and Isaac Asimov that
are already classics. Some of
these stories have haunted the
canon for a century, while
others are making their first
ghoulish appearance in book
form. Whether you prefer
possessive poltergeists, awful
apparitions, or friendly
phantoms, these stories are
guaranteed to thrill you, tingle
the spine, or tickle the funny
bone, and keep you turning the
pages with fearful delight.
Including such classics as “The
Monkey’s Paw” and “The Open
Window” and eerie vintage
illustrations, and also featuring
haunted mansions, midnight
frights, lovers from beyond the
grave, rapping, tapping,
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wailing shades, and ghosts,
ghouls, and specters galore!
AlsoFeaturing haunted
mansions, midnight frights,
lovers from beyond the grave,
rapping, tapping, wailing
shades, and ghosts, ghouls, and
specters galore!
Haunted Kansas Jul 07 2020
Collects oral histories, eyewitness accounts, and local
legends about ghosts,
poltergeists, spook lights, and
other restless spirits.
Casting the Runes and
Other Ghost Stories Feb 11
2021 "This selection of twentyone stories represents the best
of James's works, and is the
first edition to incorporate
improved texts based on a
collation of printed versions of
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the stories with the available
manuscripts."--Cover.
Ghost Story Aug 27 2019 #1
New York Times bestselling
author Peter Straub’s classic
tale of horror, secrets, and the
dangerous ghosts of the past...
What was the worst thing
you’ve ever done? In the sleepy
town of Milburn, New York,
four old men gather to tell each
other stories—some true, some
made-up, all of them
frightening. A simple pastime
to divert themselves from their
quiet lives. But one story is
coming back to haunt them and
their small town. A tale of
something they did long ago. A
wicked mistake. A horrifying
accident. And they are about to
learn that no one can bury the

past forever...
Green Tea and Other Ghost
Stories Apr 27 2022 Four
chilling tales by the great
Victorian master offer high
craftsmanship, literary skill,
and psychological penetration.
Title story plus "Squire Toby's
Will," "The Fortunes of Sir
Robert Ardagh," and "Sir
Dominick's Bargain."
The Ghost Stories of Edith
Wharton (Fantasy and Horror
Classics) Sep 28 2019 Edith
Wharton was one of the most
successful authors of the early
20th century. In 1921, she
became the first woman to ever
receive the Pulitzer Prize for
her novel The Age of
Innocence. Aside from her
literary fiction, Wharton was
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widely respected as a writer of
ghost stories. Collected here
are her best tales, including
'The Duchess at Prayer', 'The
Triumph of the Night', 'A
Journey and many more'.
The Turn of the Screw and
Other Ghost Stories Sep 01
2022 An unsettling new
collection of Henry James's
best short stories exploring
ghosts and the uncanny 'There
had been a moment when I
believed I recognised, faint and
far, the cry of a child; there had
been another when I found
myself just consciously starting
as at the passage, before my
door, of a light footstep' 'I see
ghosts everywhere', wrote
Henry James, who retained a
fascination with the
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supernatural and sensational
throughout his writing career.
This new collection brings
together eight of James's tales
exploring the uncanny,
including his infamous ghost
story, 'The Turn of the Screw',
a work saturated with evil, in
which a fraught governess
becomes convinced that
malicious spirits are menacing
the children in her care. The
other masterly works here
include 'The Jolly Corner',
'Owen Wingrave' and further
tales of visitations,
premonitions, madness, grief
and family secrets, where the
living are just as mysterious
and unknowable as the dead.
With an introduction and notes
by Susie Boyt General Editor

Philip Horne
The Haunted Hotel and
Other Strange Tales Jun 25
2019 A collection of strange
stories from Wilkie Collins,
author of The Woman in White
and The Moonstone. It also
includes the novella, The
Haunted Hotel, a combination
of detective and ghost story set
in Venice, a city of waterways
and death.
Ghost-stories of an
Antiquary Mar 27 2022
The Haunted Doll's House
and Other Ghost Stories Jun
29 2022 A second chilling
collection of landmark ghost
stories and tales of the
supernatural includes all the
works from the author's final
two volumes of fiction, A Thin
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Ghost and Others and A
Warning to the Curious.
Original. 10,000 first printing.
The Turn of the Screw Jan 25
2022 First published in the
U.S. in the anthology collection
The Two Magics in 1898,
Henry James's classic ghost
story The Turn of the Screw
has been enthralling readers
for over a century and shows
no sign of losing popularity as
new generations continue to
discover this chilling
masterpiece.
The Big Book of Texas Ghost
Stories Apr 15 2021 Hauntings
lurk and spirits linger in the
Lone Star State Reader,
beware! Turn these pages and
enter the world of the
paranormal, where ghosts and
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ghouls alike creep just out of
sight. Author Alan Brown
shines a light in the dark
corners of Texas and scares
those spirits out of hiding in
this thrilling collection. From
tales of haunted hotels like the
Von Minden and The Beckham,
to a creek where a woman’s
screams can still be heard to
this day, and the shadowy
figures still stalking the Alamo,
these stories of strange
occurrences will keep you
glued to the edge of your seat.
Around the campfire or tucked
away on a dark and stormy
night, this big book of ghost
stories is a hauntingly good
read.
The Big Book of Virginia
Ghost Stories Apr 03 2020

More than 100 stories from
each region of the Old
Dominion, crafted by
paranormal expert L.B. Taylor
Jr.
The Signalman & Other
Ghost Stories Nov 22 2021 A
collection of ghost stories by
Charles Dickens from the
POCKET CLASSICS series.
Includes THE SIGNALMAN,
THE HAUNTED MAN, THE
STORY OF THE GOBLINS
WHO STOLE A SEXTON, and
THE HANGED MAN'S BRIDE.
Terror in the Mirror, and
Other Stories Nov 10 2020
Three scary stories featuring
evil residents in a mirror, a
teenage werewolf, and a ghost
from the past
The Turn of the Screw and
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Other Ghost Stories Jul 31
2022 A chilling new collection
of Henry James's short stories
exploring the uncanny,
including "The Turn of the
Screw," the basis for the new
Netflix series The Haunting of
Bly Manor In "The Turn of the
Screw," one of the most famous
ghost stories of all time, a
governess becomes obsessed
with the belief that malevolent
forces are stalking the children
in her care. It is accompanied
here by several more of the
very best of Henry James's
short stories, all exploring
ghosts and the uncanny. For
more than seventy years,
Penguin has been the leading
publisher of classic literature in
the English-speaking world.
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With more than 1,800 titles,
Penguin Classics represents a
global bookshelf of the best
works throughout history and
across genres and disciplines.
Readers trust the series to
provide authoritative texts
enhanced by introductions and
notes by distinguished scholars
and contemporary authors, as
well as up-to-date translations
by award-winning translators.
Ghost Stories of Oregon Oct 29
2019 Explore the fascinating
and often inexplicable tales of
strange ghostly events in this
Pacific Northwest state. From
Tillamook, Cannon Beach, and
Newport to Salem, Bend, and
La Grande, as well as many
places in between, these two
dozen stories of hair-raising

folklore are sure to delight.
Count Magnus and Other
Ghost Stories Nov 03 2022
The only annotated edition of
M. R. James’s writings
currently available Count
Magnus and Other Ghost
Stories contains the entire first
two volumes of James’s ghost
stories, Ghost Stories of an
Antiquary and More Ghost
Stories of an Antiquary. These
volumes are both the
culmination of the nineteenthcentury ghost story tradition
and the inspiration for much of
the best twentieth-century
work in this genre. Included in
this collection are such
landmark tales as “Count
Magnus,” set in the wilds of
Sweden; “Number 13,” a
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distinctive tale about a haunted
hotel room; “Casting the
Runes,” a richly complex tale of
sorcery that served as the basis
for the classic horror film
Curse of the Demon; and “Oh,
Whistle, and I’ll Come to You,
My Lad,” one of the most
frightening tales in literature.
The appendix includes several
rare texts, including “A Night
in King’s College Chapel,”
James’s first known ghost
story. For more than seventy
years, Penguin has been the
leading publisher of classic
literature in the Englishspeaking world. With more
than 1,700 titles, Penguin
Classics represents a global
bookshelf of the best works
throughout history and across
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genres and disciplines. Readers
trust the series to provide
authoritative texts enhanced by
introductions and notes by
distinguished scholars and
contemporary authors, as well
as up-to-date translations by
award-winning translators.
Roald Dahl's Book of Ghost
Stories Jan 13 2021 Who better
to investigate the literary spirit
world that the supreme
connoisseur of the unexpected,
Roald Dahl? His own short
stories have teased and twisted
imaginations in their millions,
but amongst the many
permutations of the macabre,
Dahl has always felt a special
fascination for the classic ghost
story. In this book of ghost
stories he has selected fourteen

of his favourites for this
superbly disquieting volume.
Trucker Ghost Stories Dec
12 2020 A collection of true
stories by truckers and
travelers who have had bizarre
and inexplicable encounters
with otherworldly beings
includes the stories of a
chupacabra attack, a UFO
sighting and an Alabama prom
girl ghost. By the author of
House of Spirits and Whispers.
Original. 25,000 first printing.
The Phantom Rickshaw and
Other Ghost Stories Jul 27
2019
The Real McCoy and Other
Ghost Stories Aug 08 2020
Are you scared, Gordon?' asks
Heather. Four friends talk of
ghosts in a hotel in Scotland.
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That night Gordon sees and
hears something strange in his
room. But is it really the ghost
of Lord McCoy? These six
stories tell of ghosts - friendly,
sad, and bad - from Britain,
Australia, New Zealand,
America - and Egypt!
The Big Book of Illinois
Ghost Stories Dec 24 2021
Hauntings lurk and spirits
linger in the Prairie State
Reader, beware! Turn these
pages and enter the world of
the paranormal, where ghosts
and ghouls alike creep just out
of sight. Author Troy Taylor
shines a light in the dark
corners of Illinois and scares
those spirits out of hiding in
this thrilling collection. From a
gallows tree in Greene County
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where an apparition can still be
seen hanging, to the lingering
spirits of warring mobsters at
the site of the St. Valentine’s

Day Massacre, these stories of
strange occurrences will keep
you glued to the edge of your
seat. Around the campfire or
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tucked away on a dark and
stormy night, this big book of
ghost stories is a hauntingly
good read.
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